
MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES

 

1.  Installation of grid 

various  buildings

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose is to produce and use green 

energy avoiding CO2 emission. Total of 535 

kWp installed on various buildings and roof 

top at CSL. This system is directly 

connected to the utility grid. 

MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES

grid connected solar power plant in 

buildings/Shops 

The purpose is to produce and use green 

emission. Total of 535 

kWp installed on various buildings and roof 

CSL. This system is directly 
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power plant in 



 

2. Installed 1TPD capacity “BARC

Biogas plant Inside Cochin Shipyard Limit

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

CSL has commissioned 1TPD capacity 

“BARC-NISARGRUNA” model Biogas 

plant near workers canteen. The food 

waste from various canteens, officers’ 

mess/ METI hostels and ship galleys are 

collected and brought to the Waste 

processing room and the produced gas is

used for cooking at workers canteen. 

Installed 1TPD capacity “BARC-NISARGRUNA” model 

Biogas plant Inside Cochin Shipyard Limited
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NISARGRUNA” model Biogas 

plant near workers canteen. The food 

waste from various canteens, officers’ 

mess/ METI hostels and ship galleys are 

collected and brought to the Waste 

processing room and the produced gas is 

used for cooking at workers canteen.  
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3. Providing LED street light instead of Sodium Vapour

Lamp type Street light

 

 

 

 

4. Use of energy efficient LED lamps instead of discharge 

lamps.      

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSL Provided/ Replaced 

 

 CSL adopted a policy for installing 

/retrofitting energy efficient LED 

lights instead of conventional light 

fittings in buildings and premises.

Providing LED street light instead of Sodium Vapour

Lamp type Street light. 

Use of energy efficient LED lamps instead of discharge 

CSL Provided/ Replaced SV/MH lamp with LED street light

installing 

/retrofitting energy efficient LED 

instead of conventional light 

buildings and premises. 

Providing LED street light instead of Sodium Vapour/MH  

Use of energy efficient LED lamps instead of discharge 

MH lamp with LED street lights . 



5. Introduction of energy

rated Air Conditioners in 

areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Introduction of Inverter type Welding Sets

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSL adopted a policy for installing 

Inverter type/star rated Air 

Conditioners replacing old Air 

Conditioners. Accordingly Inverter 

type Air Conditioners has been 

installed. 

Introduction of energy efficient Inverter type

Air Conditioners in new buildings/ office 

of Inverter type Welding Sets

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSL adopted a policy for installing 

Inverter type/star rated Air 

Conditioners replacing old Air 

Conditioners. Accordingly Inverter 

type Air Conditioners has been 

CSL adopted a policy for 

procuring Inverter type welding 

Machines. It helps to reduce the 

consumption energy effectively.

 

efficient Inverter type/Star 

/ office 

of Inverter type Welding Sets 

CSL adopted a policy for 

procuring Inverter type welding 

Machines. It helps to reduce the 

consumption energy effectively. 



7. Monitoring & Rectification of Gas & 

Leakage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

8. Installation of Self Driven Roof extractors 

ventilators instead of Heavy Duty Roof extractors

 

 

  CSL provide maintenance contract 

for leak checking and rectification of 

service lines and connecting hoses in 

the entire yard, ships under 

construction & ships under repair. 

Monitoring & Rectification of Gas & Compressed Air 

Installation of Self Driven Roof extractors 

ventilators instead of Heavy Duty Roof extractors

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSL provide maintenance contract 

for leak checking and rectification of 

service lines and connecting hoses in 

the entire yard, ships under 

construction & ships under repair.  

Turbine ventilators have been installed at

Training school, Maintenance shop and 

Contract workers Hygiene Centre of CSL 

instead of Heavy duty roof extr

Compressed Air 

Installation of Self Driven Roof extractors       

ventilators instead of Heavy Duty Roof extractors 

Turbine ventilators have been installed at 

Maintenance shop and 

Contract workers Hygiene Centre of CSL 

instead of Heavy duty roof extractors. 



9. Switching off the Main power supply to industrial 

area for a moment 

 

 

 

 

 

  10. Installation of VFD and PLC in compressor 

clusters 

 

 

 

 

     

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Switching off the main power supply to shops, quays and dock for a moment at 

12:15 Hrs. for switching off the unwanted man coolers, exhaust fans etc, 

controlled through starters, which are not required to be operated at lunch 

interval. 

For optimum utilization of 

compressed air and to eliminate 

the line losses from the main 

compressors it was decided to 

install portable compressors at 

various locations in CSL. In 

repair dock we grouped 6 air 

compressors of rating 525 CFM, 

75 KW each to form a cluster 

system, here the load is varying 

from 50% to 100% .So that only 3 

compressors are needed to

provide VFD. The clustered 

operation is monitored through 

HMI (Human Machine Interface) 

controlled with PLC system 

,positioned at compressor house 

which is 700 meters away from 

the compressor cluster. 

Switching off the Main power supply to industrial 

area for a moment at 12.15 Hrs 

Installation of VFD and PLC in compressor 

Switching off the main power supply to shops, quays and dock for a moment at 

12:15 Hrs. for switching off the unwanted man coolers, exhaust fans etc, 

controlled through starters, which are not required to be operated at lunch 
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compressors of rating 525 CFM, 

75 KW each to form a cluster 

system, here the load is varying 

from 50% to 100% .So that only 3 

compressors are needed to 

provide VFD. The clustered 

operation is monitored through 

HMI (Human Machine Interface) 

controlled with PLC system 

,positioned at compressor house 

which is 700 meters away from 

Switching off the Main power supply to industrial 

Installation of VFD and PLC in compressor 

Switching off the main power supply to shops, quays and dock for a moment at 

12:15 Hrs. for switching off the unwanted man coolers, exhaust fans etc, 

controlled through starters, which are not required to be operated at lunch 



11. Variable F

ballast pumps in ship repair dock

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Continuous monitoring and improvement of 

power factor: 

The Repair dock pump room 

has 275 kW, 500 m3/hr  

capacity ballast pump. The 

normal pressure requirement 

is below 6 bar for repair 

purpose. But taking the case of 

defense navy ships there is a 

high pressure requirement of 

about 10 bar for a period of 

two months/year. Since there 

is a variation in pressure 

requirement, we have installed 

VFD for this pump. 

The power factor at receiving end is maintained near unity using HT

banks installed at various substations.

Frequency Drive with panel for 

ballast pumps in ship repair dock 

Continuous monitoring and improvement of 

 

The Repair dock pump room 

has 275 kW, 500 m3/hr  

capacity ballast pump. The 

normal pressure requirement 

for repair 

purpose. But taking the case of 

defense navy ships there is a 

high pressure requirement of 

for a period of 

. Since there 

is a variation in pressure 

requirement, we have installed 

The power factor at receiving end is maintained near unity using HT

banks installed at various substations. 

with panel for 

Continuous monitoring and improvement of 

The power factor at receiving end is maintained near unity using HT/LT capacitor 


